
 MUSIC NOTES Tuesday Oct 12 
 ACT 1 
 Bikini Bottom Way Part 3:  please review measures 19 to 33. Remember the parts 
 you  learned! Don’t just sing the melody!!! Same things for Part 4- review your 
 assigned parts!!! 
 No Control  review measures 30-36: Perch sings the theme first and then the 
 ensemble  repeats it-you don’t sing with Perch or it loses the effect of a call and 
 response 
 When the Going Gets Tough  measures 50-51 ensemble really sing this out so the 
 audience  hears and understands what you are saying 
 Simple Sponge  Mila come see me before next rehearsal and we will go over the 
 entrance and  counting to make sure you feel totally confident with the entrance 
 Super Sea Star Savior  PLEASE review the vocals for this number! You KNOW them 
 but you  are getting so caught up in dancing that many of you are not singing to your 
 full potential! It is  VERY important that you sing your absolute best in every number!!!! 
 Abigail come see me  before rehearsal to review your entrance. 
 Tomorrow is  SpongeBob and Sandy -great singing on the D/E harmony but make 
 sure you  hold it the full 12 beats-its a really cool effect 

 ACT II 

 Poor Pirates  Ensemble please review your assigned parts from measure 211-221. I 
 am still  not hearing everyone doing their individual part and it is such a cool duet 
 between the voices  so PLEASE look at it and do your best!!!! 
 I’m Not A Loser  ANYONE who is available backstage during this number PLEASE 
 help out  and sing. It is very hard to tap and sing and the number is losing its 
 effectiveness because I  can’t hear the vocals that well. Any support you can give 
 from backstage would be great! 
 Tomorrow (Reprise)/Best Day Ever  PLEASE review your  assigned parts for this 
 number.  Many times I am just hearing the melody over and over and I am missing all 
 those great  harmonies we worked so hard to learn. 

 OVERALL, the music is sounding BETTER and BETTER! Keep up the GREAT 
 work!!! 


